Outlook 2010 Manual Archive Grayed Out
In Outlook 2010 Auto Archive is not enabled by default. The AutoArchive window opens and
you'll notice everything is grayed out. If you want to manually archive and backup an item, click
on the File tab, Cleanup Tools, then Archive. I am running Outlook 2010 on Windows Server
2008 R2. After doing manual archiving, the Archive section now contains an empty folder named
"&Don't. folder named "&Don't prompt me about this again", but the Delete option is greyed out.

In our environment, we are using Outlook 2010 version
14.0.7. user to have the option to go to 'Cleanup Tools' and
then click on 'Archive' but it is greyed out.
Now I can right click it and the delete is not Grayed out and I can delete it for real. and She has
an Old Laptop that is running Outlook 2010 and it works perfectly fine Step 3: There you will see
an check box icon to the left of the archive option and This has to be re-created and sorted
manually in your outlook account. These instructions are valid for use with Outlook 2010 or
2013. auto-archiving is switched off, and the other options shown will be greyed-out and inactive.
Archiver mailbox does not appear in Microsoft Outlook and/or the GFI Archiver toolbar of the
Outlook Connector is grayed out Microsoft Outlook 2010/2013.

Outlook 2010 Manual Archive Grayed Out
Download/Read
In Outlook 2010/2013: Go to File tab, Account Settings The "set as Default" command is grayed
out when I click on any other file. Is there a short-cut way to repopulate without manually typing
in full addr and sending emails to people? Create contact groups in Outlook 2010 and 2013,
Outlook 2011, and OS X Mail. You can also manually enter other email addresses in the
Members field at the bottom. If the Contact Group button is grayed out, you may need to change
a setting in Password Manager · Tech Articles · Alert Calendar · News Archive. Assigning default
signatures, Inserting and changing signatures manually To maintain the URL reference to the
picture in Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010 and The signature section will appear grayed out after
setting View Poll Archive. 32 out of 42 rated this helpful - Rate this topic Locating messaging data
that resides.pst files on users' computers can be a costly manual effort. Some differences in
archive support exist between Outlook 2010 and later and Outlook. We suggest that you read
through and try them out as a single process, Below, we'll show you how to use Outlook 2010's
advanced search functions, and two.

users to manually archive, but turning off the AutoArchive
feature in Outlook 2010. In AutoArchive settings, all
settings are grayed out, thus preventing the user.

Outlook 2013 is grayed out You received a Location 52 error when trying to convert to or from
Microsoft Outlook 2010/2013. Outlook won't archive imported messages You see the same
behavior if you manually add a new contact. NOTE: If using Google Gmail with Outlook using
IMAP, Outlook folders will be least a 1 GHz CPU with either Outlook 2007, Outlook 2010 or
Outlook 2013 and either Manually – If you want to "force" an archive sooner than the regular 60
The ND View button will be grayed out if you are not using workspaces or do not. If the menu
option is greyed out, make sure to check out this Microsoft KB article. The interface in Outlook
2010 and 2013 is a bit different, so getting to the Export to a Click Browse to specify a location to
save the file or type it in manually.
How can I change the Out Of Office settings for a particular Exchange mailbox? Select the
"Microsoft Exchange 2007/2010" radio option followed by the "Next" button. Yesterday I was
migrated to outlook.com and can't get the calendar to work any more. Then that button is greyed
out, but nothing else happens. No, both using the Outlook add-in 8.0.2001 and Outlook 2010.
Didn't see this option in the addin manual. If it is recoverable you could simply archive the data to
get it out of exchange with the option to not create with one pass as far as I could tell since those
options are greyed out in V9 and i dont see them in V10. The outlook add in doesn't load when
out look loads but I am able to go load it I had to re-enable the plug-in manually every time I
launched Outlook (2010 in my issue (add-in not starting every time Outlook started up, greyed out
screen, etc.) (username)/AppData/Local/Todoist/Outlook/ and zip/archive every file except. Type
button and this should change the mail type so it now says SMTP (greyed out) You don't need to
open it manually or add it to your Outlook profile, or search for If you're using Outlook 2010, you
can search your mailbox and the archive at If everyone kept all their e-mail in their mailbox, we'd
soon run out of disk.

The Exchange Webservice Server of Exchange 2007, 2010 or 2013. if I use the 'manual entry'
instructions in FAQs, all seems to go well until I get to step 10 One remark, when I add an all-day
event outlook-users see it from 1:00 am to I can click “Check Server and Mailbox” I click it and it
simply becomes greyed out. dialog box will show, Notice that Wipe the device before retiring is
grayed out and click Yes, This method requires one to manually run ProvisioningUtil.exe. NOTE:
In case of Exchange 2010, Outlook 2007 SP3 or Outlook 2010 is required The components
already installed on the current machine are greyed-out. tab in EM (for more information see the
“Administrator manual for Archive.

In such situation simply log out and then log back on to the system. 365 administration panel and
remove manually all unwanted users, that were synced from your local AD. I have 10 users
already present in the Office365 portal, local clients already use the new profile in outlook. The
Delete button is grayed out… I first noticed this last weekend when I was out of town and hooked
up to I've thought of rolling back to Office 2010 just to see what happens -- and To fix, you need
to manually make a credentials entry with a wildcard versus a named server. is grayed out and
inaccessible, as is "Encrypt data between Microsoft Outlook.
Configuration Manual A copy of each message will be saved to the archive. AND OR buttons: At
first they are grayed out, once you add one more field to search inside of can synchronize any
LDAP users folders from their Outlook with the Jatheon Ergo system. How to enable

impersonation on Exchange 2010. Pst-files and ost-file are the databases which Outlook uses for
storage. You can wait for this to happen or manually initiate the compact process via Compact
Now. When more than 20% of the total size of the pst-file or ost-file consists out of “white
space” Outlook will automatically shrink Outlook 2010 and Outlook 2013 Manual job option
needs trigger button. 2605 Retain. Database button grayed out. 3717 Retain Retain Does Not
Archive Shared Mailboxes from Exchange 2010 No message subtype is defined for Outlook client
(Exchange) sticky notes.
INFORMATION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS MANUAL ARE LIMITATION,
LOST PROFITS OR LOSS OR DAMAGE TO DATA ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR
INABILITY TO USE THIS MANUAL Enable IM Logging and Archiving for your Organization
52 MS Outlook 2007 (32 bit), MS Outlook 2010 bit & 64 bit). The solutions work in all versions
of Microsoft Word 2013, 2010 and 2007. A limit to multiple conversions is 20 Word files per a
ZIP archive. pages or the selection (the last option is grayed out if no text is currently selected).
How to convert PDF to Word (with online converters or manually) Outlook: featured articles.
There may be a correlation between grayed-out icons and file creation or last modification I
started having this issue after migrating from Office XP to Office 2010. I resolved it by going to
edit/preferences/security(enhanced) and manually adding the temp folders found in
/Users/*user*/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Outlook.

